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(F) 843-588-7016
Adam Barker, Council Member
Katherine Houghton, Council Member
William Farley, Council Member
Amy Ray, Mayor Pro Tem
Billy Grooms, Council Member
D.J. Rich, Council Member
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City Council Meeting
Tuesday February 9th, 2021
WORK SESSION 6:30P.M.
REGULAR MEETING 7:00 P.M.
Folly Beach Community Center
55 Center Street
Folly Beach, SC 29439

Work Session Agenda 6:30PM
a. Height Limits and New Base Flood Elevations
b. Beachfront Commercial Uses

Regular Meeting Agenda 7:00PM

1. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL
2. INVOCATION & PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. MAYOR’S COMMENTS
4. STAFF REPORTS
a. Kyle Sullivan, Utility Director; Automated Meter Reading Progress

5. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

6. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES OF JANUARY 12TH AND JANUARY 22ND
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7. PERSONAL APPEARANCES (Limited to Five Minutes)

a. Stephanie Dasher, Warrior Surf Foundation; Requesting Council Oppose
Ordinance 01-21.

b. Rob DiPrima, 306 East Erie Avenue; Requesting Driveway Variance for a Double
Wide driveway for the Hudson Avenue Access and a Driveway for the Erie
Access.
c. Pete Girard, 1541 Oak Island Drive; Requesting Residential Parking Decals.

d. Marshall DePass, Eastern Surfing Association (ESA) SSC; Requesting Permission
for the 2021 ESA Surfing Competition Schedule for Folly Beach.

8. CITIZENS’ COMMENTS (submitted prior to the meeting via email)
9. COMMISSION, BOARD, COMMITTEE REPORTS
10. OLD BUSINESS

a. Ordinance 01-21: An Ordinance Amending Chapter 72 (Parking Regulations)
Section 72.21 (Sale of Parking Permits) by Adding Restrictions for the Usage of
the Non-Residential Parking Decal. (SECOND READING)
b. Ordinance 02-21: An Ordinance Amending Chapter 110 (General Licensing
Provisions) of the Folly Beach Code of Ordinances, Sections 110.04 (License
Fee), and 110.37(Class 8 Rates) by Clarifying that Each Rental Unit, Either
Commercial or Residential, Used as a Long Term or Short Term Rental Shall be
Required to Obtain an Individual Business License. (SECOND READING)

11. NEW BUSINESS

a. Appointments to Boards, Commissions, and Committees
i. Community Promotions Committee
2023
1. Matthew Horton
2. Lesley Watson-Miller

(1) Vacancy Term Ending

b. Ordinance 03-21: An Ordinance Amending Chapter 151 (Beach Preservation
and Construction Provisions) of the Folly Beach Code of Ordinances, Section
151.23(Construction Standards for Bulkheads, Seawalls, and Revetments) by
Amending the Standards for Seawalls and Bulkheads to Allow Berms as Erosion
Control Devices Within the Critical Line Setback. (FIRST READING)

c. Ordinance 05-21: An Ordinance Amending Chapter 165 (Dimensional
Standards) of the Folly Beach Code of Ordinances, Section 165.02(Measurements
and Exceptions) by Clarifying the Definition of High Ground and Lot Area to
Include Those Portions of a Lot Landward of the OCRM Baseline or Outside of an
OCRM Critical Area. (FIRST READING)
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d. Ordinance 06-21: An Ordinance Amending Chapter 134 (Offenses Against
Public Welfare) of the Folly Beach Code of Ordinances by Creating Subsection
(Face Coverings) Sections 134.100-134.102 Requiring that Face Coverings or
Masks be Worn in Public in the City of Folly Beach for the Duration of the State
of Emergency Issued by the State of South Carolina. (FIRST READING)

e. Ordinance 07-21: An Ordinance Amending Chapter 151 (Beach Preservation
and Construction Provisions) of the Folly Beach Code of Ordinances by Creating
Section 151.15 (Smoking on the Beach and at Beach Accesses) to Reduce a
Primary Source of Litter on the Beachfront. (FIRST READING)

f. Ordinance 08-21: An Ordinance Amending Chapter 168 (Non-Conformities) of
the Folly Beach Code of Ordinances, Section 168.02-07 (Substantial
Improvement) by Applying the Exemption for Nonconforming Uses in the
Residential Multifamily, Downtown Commercial, and Island Commercial
Districts That Sustain Substantial Damage to the Substantial Improvement
Restrictions. (REMAND TO PLANNING COMMISSION)

g. Resolution 06-21: A Resolution by the Folly Beach City Council to Place a
Moratorium on the Approval of Any New Commercial Activity on the Beach and
Approving Those Businesses Operating in 2020 and Seeking to Operate in 2021.

h. Resolution 07-21: A Resolution by the Folly Beach City Council Supporting the
Proclamation from the National Association of Women in Construction (NAWIC)
for March 7th Thru the 13th, 2021 being Women in Construction Week.
i. Resolution 08-21: A Resolution by the Folly Beach City Council Adopting the
City of Folly Beach 2021 Revision to the Five-Year Strategic Plan.

12. CITY COUNCIL COMMENTS
13. ADJOURNMENT

PUBLIC NOTICE
ALL MEDIA WERE NOTIFIED PURSUANT TO STATE LAW
City Council will not vote on matters discussed during Work Sessions or Executive Sessions. However,
matters discussed may be voted on during the evening City Council meeting.
In keeping with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons needing assistance, alternative formats, ASL
interpretation, or other accommodation, please contact the Municipal Clerk at 843-513-1833 during
regular business hours at least 24 hours prior to the meeting. Hearing devices are available upon request
for those with hearing difficulties.
The City of Folly Beach, in an effort to go green, will no longer have the Ordinances and Resolutions included
in the Agenda. Citizens interested in having a copy, please see the Municipal Clerk.
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Work Session
Back Up
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City of Folly Beach

Date:
Re:

02/01/21
Height Limits and New Base Flood Elevations

Mayor and Council
The flood maps have changed as of January 29, 2021. This has lowered the Base Flood
Elevations (BFEs) across the island. Traditionally, changes in the flood maps are
expected to raise BFEs, not lower them. While the insurance benefits of new lower
elevations are welcome, the prudent course of action from a regulatory standpoint is to
hold the line for new construction and substantial improvements. The ordinance
amendments outlined below would allow residents to build above the new BFE in
anticipation of an increase sea level rise (as called for in the 2017 Sea Level Rise
Adaptation Report) while at the same time preserving the current maximum limits on
structure height.
Currently, the City requires new homes to be built 2’ above the BFE (freeboard).
However, the max height limit is tied to BFE and not the freeboard elevation. The result
is that the City is discouraging people from building higher than BFE and, at the same
time, artificially capping people at a 2’ freeboard because we don’t give them the
additional height. The effects of this policy will be drastically amplified by the new lower
BFEs on Folly. This approach is not a good resilience strategy and does not conform to
our multiple long-term plans stating the importance to plan for 3’ of sea level rise and
protecting homes from storm surge.
BFEs across the Island have dropped by up to 6 feet, with an average of a 4.5-foot drop.
Staff proposes an increase from our existing 2’ to a new 4’ freeboard. This does not make
up completely for the overall drop in elevations, but it is a measured response to ensure
compliance, further improve our CRS credit, and protect citizens.
In addition to the new 4’ freeboard, Staff proposes a max height of 34’ measured from
the top the bottom living floor (the floor surface of the first conditioned story of your
house) and not BFE. The result would be 34’ of heated vertical living space (consistent
with our current 35’ above BFE +1 paired with a 2’ freeboard). There is also a provision
of the fire code that caps max height of buildings at 50’ from the center of the road
(§90.05). Houses built to the new 4’ freeboard, would also not exceed the current max
absolute height as the new freeboard is still lower in almost all cases than the old maps.
By increasing the freeboard, this ensures drive under parking can be a viable option and
keep off street parking requirements attainable. Under the current regulations, drive under
5

parking would be drastically limited due to the drop in BFEs and the way max height
limits are defined. See diagram below. This would be remedied by the proposed
ordinance changes.
There are no negative impacts to commercial district and a 4’ freeboard is less restrictive.
There is an approx. net 2’ drop in floodproofing requirements with new higher freeboard
requirements and the drop of BFEs on the new maps.
EXAMPLE: Center street is approx. 7’ at Community Center. The 2004 maps BFE is an
AE 15 with a 2’ freeboard putting LHSM at 17’. The 2021 maps BFE is AE 10 (which is
really AE 11 for datum) with a 4’ freeboard putting the LHSM at 14’ (or 15’ for datum).
Another change with the new flood maps that we need to address is that Folly Beach has
Shaded X and X zones for this first time. These zones are technically outside the Special
Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) and are a loophole in our flood ordinance. To close this
loophole, staff suggests to adding Shaded X and X zones to the same regulations of A
and V Zones like the rest of the island. The freeboard would be referenced at highest
adjacent grade since there are no BFEs established for this zone. This would also require
V zone design certs for the zone as is standard practice around the jurisdiction. This
ensures homes and other structures are safe and protected against storm surge, high winds
and scour brought on by hurricanes. This resilient practice strengthens the community
and increases the speed and decreases the length of recovery after disasters.
Overall, these changes concerning max height reference point and the inclusion of X
zones in the SFHA is resilient for the City of Folly Beach in many ways. It gives the
homeowner the option to elevate their home higher for hurricane protection, utilize lots
more efficiently for parking, ensure the entire island is protected from future disasters,
and pledges that Folly Beach will be a safe place to live and recreate for years to come.
Thank you
Katherine Faith & Eric Lutz
Zoning Administrator & Building Official
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City of Folly Beach
Date: February 9th, 2021
Topic: Non-Franchise Beach Activity

21 Center Street
Folly Beach, SC 29439

Mayor and Council,

The Committee for Commercial Activity on the Beach met on 1/26/21 to resume discussions on
refining our rules for non-franchise business activity on the beach. The annual approval for these
businesses is scheduled to be in February. In light of the long pause in work on this topic (which has
been delayed since March), the Committee recommends that Council limit 2021 business approvals
to those activities that were approved last year.

Last year we approved two slots for yoga, two slots for surf lessons, and one hybrid surf/yoga
slot. Both slots for the surf lessons were awarded to the same vendor who has indicated that he
will only use one of them this year. If approved, the Resolution would keep the extra spot unfilled,
but allow the vendor to return in the area he wishes to continue.
Thank you,

Aaron Pope
City Administrator
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: February 9th, 2021

RESOLUTION 06-21
A RESOLUTION BY THE FOLLY BEACH CITY COUNCIL TO PLACE A MORATORIUM ON
THE APPROVAL OF ANY NEW COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY ON THE BEACH AND
APPROVING THOSE BUSINESSES OPERATING IN 2020 AND SEEKING TO OPERATE IN
2021.
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

In 2019 the City began a study of commercial activities on the beach; and
The fee structure and application process for non-franchise business
operations on the beach were revised, but other issues remained; and
The COVID-19 pandemic interrupted further work; and

The annual approval of non-franchise beach businesses is scheduled to
occur in February and the City desires more time to develop further
rules, if needed; and
The existing number and type of allowed commercial activity, both
franchise and non-franchise is sustainable in the interim.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina,
that a moratorium be placed on approval of any new commercial activities on the beach
beyond those that were approved prior to December 31st, 2020 and who are seeking to be
reapproved for 2021, to be lifted no later than February 9th, 2022 or upon the completion
of the review of the ordinance governing commercial activity on the beach.
FURTHERMORE, LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED all businesses seeking reapproval for
non-franchise beach activity shall be reapproved until the end of the moratorium.

RATIFIED this 9th day of February 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina, in City Council duly
assigned.
ATTEST:

_________________________
Municipal Clerk

_______________________________
Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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Commercial Activity on the Beach
Committee Meeting
January 26, 2021
1:00 PM REGULAR MEETING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Committee Members: Council Member Rich, Brandon Upton, Aaron Pope
Staff Liaison: Colleen Jolley (Community Coordinator)

1:00 PM REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
1. Call to Order; Roll Call
2. Freedom of Information Statement
3. New Business:
a. Discussion of Commercial Activity on the Beach
4. Committee Comments
5. Adjournment
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Esri, HERE, DeLorme, MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS user community

Regular Meeting
Back Up
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WARRIOR SURF FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 585
Folly Beach, SC 29439
(360) 865 - 1255

A BALANCED APPROACH TO PARKING
JAN 15, 2021

Overview
Warrior Surf Foundation has become aware of parking issues associated with the 2nd East and
3rd West parking lots. Given the importance of these parking areas for our Veteran Surf Therapy
programs, our positive ongoing relationship with the City of Folly Beach, we seek to find an
amicable and mutually beneficial solution to the issues at hand. We plan to accomplish this by
understanding both the City’s needs and showing the extensive benefits Warrior Surf Provides to
Folly Beach.

Goals
1. Understand the City of Folly beach’s needs: Warrior Surf understands the City of Folly
Beach’s need to achieve specific parking revenue goals. We would like to understand
what those are and how the parking at 2nd East and, more specifically, 3rd West affect
those goals through the following questions:
a. What was the parking revenue generated in 2020 by each of the lots mentioned
above vs. previous years, and how does that compare to the expected revenue
generation?
b. Has a study been performed to determine the number of non-resident parking
(hereafter called NR) decals that have used the lots in 2020 and the time each
vehicle bearing a non-resident sticker stayed in the lot?
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2. Explain the detriment of loss of these parking areas to our organization: The
inability to operate from the 3rd West parking lot will harm our organizations in the short
and long term.
-

Ability to have a shaded place to sign in our Veterans and students.

-

Ability to have a nearby proper restroom for our Veterans.

-

Ability to have an easy pickup and dropoff location for surfboards for our
Veterans and students.

-

A consistent, easy location for our students to meet.

-

A very easy location should a medical emergency arise.

-

The ability for our disabled Veterans’ ability to have appropriate sized
wetsuits/gear directly from our vehicle and have easy access to the beach.

3. Demonstrate the value of our organization: Warrior Surf Foundation will demonstrate
our operations’ value at West 3rd Street outweighs any perceived negative impacts
through the following means.
a. While some of our Veterans use side street parking, many of our Veterans pay to
park in the West 3rd lot for convenience.
b. The use of our private funds for advertising dollars directly impacts the local
economy of Folly Beach and our impact and reach via Social Media and local
media outlets. Warrior Surf spent over $7,000 on advertising in 2020.
c. The intangible benefits and value for Folly Beach being associated as the home
of Warrior Surf Foundation both locally and nationally. CNN Heroes of the year,
podcasts, news articles, etc

Specifications
Warrior Surf Foundation believes that without adequate study and understanding of the actual
usage rates of parking at the 2nd East and 3rd West parking lots, any decision made about
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parking is predicated on emotion and not based on facts. It is a reality that could ultimately
have negative consequences for our organization and the City of Folly Beach. At the very
least, we ask that any final decisions made wait until a thorough study is performed. Both
Warrior Surf Foundation is willing to work with the City of Folly Beach to ensure this study is
completed in a timely and reliable manner.
We understand that someone commented that the 2nd East and 3rd West lots are high turn-over
rate lots. However, the parking information located at the lot states explicitly the parking cost in
the lot is $10 per day. It does not request a quick turnover, which is likely the appeal of parking
in the lot whether an individual stays for a few hours or the entire day. We feel expecting that the
lot turns over quickly when the signs themselves encourage daily parking is an unfair ask and
penalizes us for using the lot as intended. We fully understand the need for the City to generate
funding via the parking lots. These concerns are why we ask these questions, which we believe
will be overwhelmingly helpful to the City in future decision making.
In the case of Warrior Surf Foundation, there is a robust intangible benefit for Folly Beach being
known as our Foundation’s home. Not only are we providing real and lifesaving services to
Veterans, but we’re also spreading national and even global awareness of Folly Beach. There
isn’t an article, newsletter, television segment, blog, or podcast that doesn’t mention Folly
Beach. Our founder Andrew Manzi is a longtime Folly resident -- the town is in our DNA.
Our programs have created a cultural revolution and shift in social perspectives
that cause individuals to want to continue to visit, live in, and even move to Folly Beach. Warrior
Surf provides life-changing therapeutic benefit to Veterans that enables them to enhance their
socio-economic standing through improved mental health. These changes have led to a
surprising number of our Veterans moving to Folly Beach because they see it as a safe and
supportive community that has been the launching pad for their future success.
A ban on NR (non-resident) stickers in the 3rd West parking lot will cause significant impacts on
our operations. Not only will our organization have limited visibility (which draws unsolicited
Veterans to the lot), but it will negatively impact the number of Veterans we can serve on any
given day. It’s unsafe and untenable for our organization to transport the sheer quantity of
materials required for daily operations. Specifically, this will directly impact Veterans’ lives when
suicide rates in the Veteran population are at their highest.
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1. Programmatic Benefits
a. Warrior Surf Foundation has estimated approximately 600 occurrences in 2020
where Veterans have parked in the 3rd West Parking lot, based on the 853 surf,
wellness, and yoga sessions that our organization provided in 2020.
b. Warrior Surf Foundation has spent over $7,000 on advertising in 2020 that
directly affects Folly Beach’s economy. Additionally, Warrior Surf Foundation had
1.2 Million impressions during the 2020 year, and each person is seeing our ads
2.99 times on average.
c. The estimated typical time-frame our Veterans spend at 3rd west is 2.5 hours, at
which point many then frequent local businesses, including Berts, Chico Feo,
Loggerheads, the gas station, and more.

2. Socio-economic Benefits Provided
a. Warrior Surf’s extensive 12-week program has served over 500 Veterans and
their families since its inception in 2015. While we’re labeled as a Surf Therapy
program, it would be misguided to interpret our services as a sport. Warrior Surf
Foundation leverages the novel experiential activity approach combined with
positive psychology to enhance Veterans and their families’ mental health. Our
program has been studied and funded by the Citadel, MUSC, Boeing, and the
Veterans Administration, to name a few. The benefits are far-ranging and include
i.

IMPROVED EMOTIONAL REGULATION, SLEEP, PROBLEM-SOLVING
SKILLS, AND FRUSTRATION MANAGEMENT

ii.

ENHANCED INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION AND MOOD

iii.

REDUCED ISOLATION

iv.

INCREASED SELF ESTEEM

v.

IMPROVED PHYSICAL FITNESS

vi.

STRONGER RESILIENCY
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vii.

TIGHT-KNIT COMMUNITY AND FAMILY CONNECTIONS

These benefits ultimately lead to many Veterans improving their home life,
relationships, education, and job status, all of which positively impact our
socio-economic system
b. The VA recognizes Warrior Surf Foundation through its Adaptive Sports grant
program. The International Surf Therapy Organization also recognizes Warrior Surf as a
leader in Surf Therapy. There is no other program like Warrior Surf Foundation. We
continue to work with MUSC and the Citadel College to produce high-quality research
that shows just how beneficial Surf Therapy is to those who have PTSD, TBI, anxiety, and
depression.
c. Warrior Surf and Isla have a mutually beneficial and collaborative relationship whereby
Isla supports the Warrior Surf Foundation’s efforts through Veteran referrals and
provides additional volunteer support staff to Warrior Surf as needed. The volunteerism
provided by Isla is a significant benefit to our small organization, which has limited
resources. Their assistance plays a crucial role in our ability to deliver high-quality
programming to the number of Veterans we’ve served.
d. To our knowledge, Warrior Surf Foundation and Isla are the only Surfing Organizations
on Folly Beach that will be certified by the International Surfing Association (ISA). The
ISA was founded in 1964 and is recognized by the International Olympic Committee as
the World’s Governing Authority for Surfing. Safety is a priority for Warrior Surf
Foundation, not only for our Veterans but for everyone at the beach.

3. Mutually Beneficial Solutions
Because Warrior Surf Foundation understands the importance of revenue generation and
the difficulty of performing a longitudinal study, we present the following alternatives;
1. That the City of Folly Beach abandon the new ordinance until additional studies have
been done.
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2. Amend the ordinance to allow non-profit use of the 3rd West parking lot. This
action would enable the City of Folly Beach to generate revenue without inhibiting
Warrior Surf Foundations’ ability to operate safely and efficiently.

Warrior Surf Foundation understands that larger municipalities with more significant
resources would have an easier time conducting the requested study. We see the
apparent barriers preventing the City of Folly Beach from achieving such a study in the
parking lots. Thus, if Folly Beach were to choose to conduct such a study Warrior Surf is
more than willing to facilitate such an analysis by tracking our Veterans’ parking habits
in a more detailed fashion. If the city were to choose to do a longitudinal study, we ask
that the study be performed in the following manner so that any decisions made are
both fair and equitable to all involved.
A one-year longitudinal study that includes the following data sets:
a. A cost analysis of parking revenue generation year over year for the last five years at
2nd East and 3rd West.
b. An analysis of the number of NR parking decals used at the 2nd East and 3rd West
lots, and the amount of time they stay in the lots.
c. An analysis of the number of WSF Veterans that pay to the 3rd West lots,
and the amount of time they stay in the lots.
d. A comparative analysis of the revenue lost due to Warrior Surf Foundation using a
single parking spot vs. the revenue generated by Veterans parking in the lot.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
2020

VETERANS SERVED

ACHIEVEMENTS

WE INCREASED OUR 2020

Over 933 Sessions

VETERAN
PARTICIPATION
BY 40%

Improved Wellness
Curriculum

We've logged almost 100 Veterans
using our services since October 2019

Longer 12- week
Program

Added 1:1 Yoga Sessions

Enhanced Surf Curriculum

THE BEST OF THE BEST

SUCESSES

COMPARING
THE HIGH
SEASON

OVER 500 VETERANS
SERVED SINCE 2015

SURF, WELLNESS & YOGA SESSIONS SINCE
APRIL 2020

Surf Session: Each Surf Session
provides semi-private or one-to-one
instruction for Veterans with a focus on
making connections with the Wellness
curriculum.

933

Evolutionary Psychology: This
method creates a custom plan to help
Veterans gain resilience and
mindfulness without reliving trauma.

1522+

HOURS SPENT WITH VETERANS SINCE
APRIL 2020

95

VETERANS IN OUR PROGRAM SINCE
APRIL 2020

Improving Lives: We're seeing
Veterans go back to school, get better
jobs, and improve personal
relationships!

RESEARCH TO
LEAD THE WAY

NEW GOALS
We're working towards raising money to continue to grow our organization so
that we can efficiently and effectively provide services to more veterans. Our
program successful because of the amount of time and care we give our
Veterans. Help us end the waitlist!

Expand
programming

IRB Approved
Research Program

Purchase a new
van and trailer
for 2021

We're increasing awareness about Surf Therapy, and that means
we're better able to serve Veterans. We're working with MUSC
and the Citadel to run a research study that will determine the
effectiveness of our Surf Therapy program on PTSD and Military
Trauma. Our studies will help us lead the way in ensuring all
organizations are using evidence-based practices in their Surf
Therapy programs. Initial numbers are showing a high completer
rates compared to other evidence based programs.

Obtain a
physical
headquarters
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From: Pete Girard <whippinpostfb@gmail.com>
Date: January 29, 2021 at 1:54:05 PM EST
To: Aaron Pope <apope@cityoffollybeach.com>
Subject: parking sticker
Hi Aaron,
thank you for your time on the phone today. As discussed, we moved to Oak Island 11 years ago from
the upstate. We have had parking stickers for about 9-10 years. (see attached).
As part of the Folly community, living permanently on Oak Island drive. I am requesting a couple
minutes on the 2-9, city council meeting. I would like to appeal to the counsel for special permission to
acquire stickers for my wifes, and my car.
As i mentioned, we dine out on center street a lot. If we walk into Rita's, Irish Pub, Washout, The Drop
In, the staff know us by name.
I understand we are not in the city limits of FB, however we are living in the FB community.
Thank you for the consideration.
Pete Girard
1541 Oak Island Drive
Charleston, SC 29412
843-614-1269
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2021 SURF SEASON CONTEST SCHEDULE

SSC—SOUTHERN SOUTH CAROLINA District
Eastern Surfing Association
April 24-25

Points Contest #1 Sponsored by:
TBD

The Washout
Folly Beach SC

April-September

TEAM CHALLENGE
Shortboard-Longboard

The Washout
Folly Beach SC

April 30-May 2

ESA Mid Atlantic Regionals
By INVITATION ONLY

Jennettes Pier
Nags Head NC

May 22-23

Points Contest #2 Sponsored by:
OCEAN SURF SHOP

The Washout
Folly Beach SC

June 17-18

Points Contest #3 Sponsored by:
PARROT SURF SHOP

The Washout
Folly Beach SC

July 17-18

DJ McKevlin's GROMFEST
18 & Under Shortboard & Longboard

The Washout
Folly Beach SC

August 14-15

THE SOUTH CAROLINA
GOVERNOR'S CUP of SURFING
Points Contest #4

The Washout
Folly Beach SC

August 28-29

CONTEST MAKE UP DATE

The Washout
Folly Beach SC

September 20-26

THE EASTERNS
ESA SURFING CHAMPIONSHIPS
By INVITATION ONLY

Jennettes Pier
Nags Head NC

October 9-10

The JH LONGBOARD CLASSIC
Sponsored by: Mex 1 & Parrot Surf Shop

Isle of Palms Pier
County Park IOP

SSC-ESA

DISTRICT DIRECTOR Marshall DePass 843-200-4653 iopmarshall@aol.com
DISTRICT CO-DIRECTOR Paul Martin 843-412-1094 paul.martin@hrallen.com
Contest Director/Membership Tanja DePass 843-200-8265 depasstanjasscesa@gmail.com

MAILING ADDRESS

SSC-ESA 28 26th AVE. ISLE of PALMS, SC 29451

JOIN US ON FACEBOOK(search SSC-ESA) Group Page
SSC WEBSITE

www.ssc.surfesa.org
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
1st Reading: January 12th, 2021
2nd Reading: February 9th, 2021

ORDINANCE 01-21

Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: January 12th, 2021

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 72 (PARKING REGULATIONS) SECTION 72.21 (SALE OF
PARKING PERMITS) BY ADDING RESTRICTIONS FOR THE USAGE OF THE NON-RESIDENTIAL
PARKING DECAL.
The City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, duly assembled, hereby ordains that the Folly Beach
Code of Ordinance be amended as follows:

NOTE: Deleted material stuck through, new material in red:

SECTION 72.21 SALE OF PARKING PERMITS.
(A) Non-resident or non-qualified individuals who desire parking decals may purchase
the decals from the Parking Contractor.

(B) The cost of the parking decals may be set or changed by City Council from time to time or at
such times as City Council desires.
(C) The maximum number of parking decals which can be sold and the decal price shall be set
periodically by City Council.
(D) To obtain a parking decal under this section will require identification in the form of a
driver’s license or some other type of picture identification and a check or cash for the amount
owed.
(E) The Parking decals shall be affixed to the lower left corner of vehicles’ windshields.

(F) Non-residential or non-qualified parking decals shall expire on December 31 of each year.

(G) Non-residential or non-qualified parking decals shall be valid in paid parking spaces except
for the lots at 2nd Street East and 3rd Street West.

(G) (H) The entity that issues non-residents’ parking decals shall ensure that only one application
for parking decals is approved and shall maintain a record of the addresses of non-residential or
non-qualified individuals that receive parking decals and of the vehicles on which the decals are to
be placed.
(H) (I) Non-residential parking decals shall not be sold, bartered, loaned, or given away. A
violation of this section shall result in the loss of the non-residential or nonqualified parking permits for a period of one year. A second violation shall result in the permanent
loss of parking permits.
(Ord. 13-13, passed 5-28-13; Am. Ord. 03-17, passed 2-14-17; Am. Ord. 36-19, passed 1-14-20)
ADOPTED this 9th day of February 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina.
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Ayes:

Nays:

Abstains:

__________________________
Municipal Clerk

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
1st Reading: January 12th, 2021
2nd Reading: February 9th, 2021

ORDINANCE 02-21

Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: January 12th, 2021

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 110 (GENERAL LICENSING PROVISIONS) OF THE FOLLY
BEACH CODE OF ORDINANCES, SECTIONS 110.04 (LICENSE FEE), 110.37(CLASS 8 RATES) BY
CLARIFYING THAT EACH RENTAL UNIT, EITHER COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL, USED AS A
LONG TERM OR SHORT TERM RENTAL SHALL BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN AN INDIVIDUAL
BUSINESS LICENSE.
The City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, duly assembled, hereby ordains that the Folly Beach
Code of Ordinance be amended as follows:

NOTE: Deleted material stuck through, new material in red:
SECTION 110.04 LICENSE FEE.

(A) The required license fee shall be paid for each business subject hereto
according to the applicable rate classification on or before the 31st day of January in
each year, except for those businesses in Rate Class 8 for which a different due date
is specified.

(B) A separate license shall be required for each place of business and for each
classification or business conducted at one place. A separate license is required for
each rental unit, either residential or commercial, offered for rent including single
units located within any multiunit building. If gross income cannot be separated for
classifications at one location, the license fee shall be computed on the combined
gross income for the classification requiring the highest rate. A license fee based on
gross income shall be computed on the gross income for the preceding calendar or
fiscal year, and on a twelvemonth projected income based on the monthly average
for a business in operation for less than one year. The fee for a new business shall be
computed on the estimated probable gross income stated in the license application
for the balance of the license year and updated prior to renewing for the following
year. No refund shall be made for a business that is discontinued or for over
payments of prior year license fees.

SECTION 110.37 CLASS 8 RATES.

Each NAICS Number designates a separate sub-classification. The businesses in this
section are treated as separate and individual subclasses due to provisions of State Law,
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regulatory requirements, service burdens, tax equalization considerations, and the like,
which are deemed to be sufficient to require individually determined rates.
NAICS
#

Type of Business

23

Contractors, Construction - All Types
(A) Having a place of business within the city.
First $2,000 of income: $50/thousand
Over $2,000: $1.50/thousand
All out of town income, for which no business license has been paid, must be reported as
part of the gross income.
(B) Itinerant (having no permanent place of business within the city or nonresident).
Double the In-City rates above.
A trailer at the construction site, a home office or structure in which the contractor
resides is not a permanent place of business under this chapter.
The total fee for the full amount of the contract shall be paid prior to issuing a building
permit or commencement of work, and shall entitle the contractor to complete the job
without regard to the normal license expiration date. An amended report shall be filed for
each new job and the appropriate additional license fee per $1,000 of the contract amount
shall be paid prior to commencement of new work. Only one base fee shall be paid in a
calendar year.
No contractor shall be issued a business license until all State and County qualification
examinations and trade license requirements have been met. Each contractor shall post a
sign in plain view on each job identifying the contractor with the job and shall furnish the
License Inspector with a list of all sub-contractors for the same job.
Sub-contractors shall be licensed on the same basis as general or prime contractors for
the same job, and no deductions shall be made by a general or prime contractor for value
of work performed by a subcontractor. General or prime contractors will be responsible
and will pay for the business license of any subcontractor doing work on the project if the
sub-contractor is found without a city business license.
All contractors located in the city must report all income received in the prior year to the
business license office during the renewal period. Each contractor may itemize and deduct
all update fees paid to the city, or any other municipality or county, on the business license
application form.

5171 5172
NAICS
#
5171 5172

Telephone companies
Franchise fee required
plus
(A) Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Business License Ordinance, business
license taxes for retail telecommunications service as defined in S. C. Code §58-9-2200,
Type of Business

Telephone companies (Cont’d)
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NAICS
#
5171 5172

including but not limited to those services described in North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS) 5171 and 5172, shall pay an annual business license fee
based on gross income.
(B) Pursuant to S. C. Code § 58-9-2220, the following business license tax schedule shall
apply to the gross income from retail telecommunications services for the preceding
calendar or fiscal year which either originate or terminate in the city and which are
charged to a service address within the city regardless of where these amounts are billed
or paid and on which a business license tax has not been paid to another municipality. The
measurement of the amounts derived from the retail of mobile telecommunications
services shall include only revenues from the fixed monthly recurring charge of customers
whose service address is within the boundaries of the city.
Rate for license taxes due in the years 1999 through 2003:
Three tenths of one percent (0.3 %) of gross income for the preceding year;
Rate for license taxes due in the year 2004 and each year thereafter:
Seventy-five hundredths of one percent (0.75%) of gross income for the preceding year.
For a business in operation for less than one year, the amount of business license tax
authorized by this section shall be computed on a twelve-month projected income.
(C) Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Business License Ordinance, the
business license tax for "retail telecommunications services", as defined in S. C. Code § 589-2200, shall be at the maximum rate authorized by S. C. Code § 58-9-2220, as it now
provides or as provided by its amendment. The business license tax year shall begin on
January 1 of each year. The rate for the 2005 business license tax year shall be the
maximum rate allowed by State law as in effect on February 1, 2005. Declining rates shall
not apply.
(D) In conformity with S.C. Code § 58-9-2220, the business license tax for "retail
telecommunications services" shall apply to the gross income derived from the sale of
retail telecommunications services for the preceding calendar or fiscal year which either
originate or terminate in the municipality and which are charged to a service address
within the municipality regardless of where these amounts are billed or paid and on which
a business license tax has not been paid to another municipality. The measurement of the
amounts derived from the retail sale of mobile telecommunications services shall include
only revenues from the fixed monthly recurring charge of customers whose service
address is within the boundaries of the municipality. For a business in operation for less
than one year, the amount of business license tax shall be computed on a twelvemonth
projected income.
(E) For the year 2005, the business license tax for "retail telecommunications services"
shall be due on February 1, 2005, and payable by February 28, 2005, without penalty. For
years after 2005, the business license tax for "retail telecommunications services" shall be
due on January 1 of each year and payable by January 31 of that year, without penalty.
Type of Business

Telephone companies (Cont’d)
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5241

(F) The delinquent penalty shall be five percent (5 %) of the tax due for each month, or
portion thereof, after the due date until paid.
(G) Exemptions in the business license ordinance for income from business in interstate
commerce are hereby repealed. Properly apportioned gross income from interstate
commerce shall be included in the gross income for every business subject to a business
license tax.
(H) Nothing in this chapter shall be interpreted to interfere with continuing obligations
of any franchise agreement or contractual agreement in the event that the franchise or
contractual agreement should expire after December 31, 2003.
(I) All fees collected under such a franchise or contractual agreement expiring after
December 31, 2003, shall be in lieu of fees or taxes which might otherwise be authorized
by this chapter.
(J) As authorized by S. C. Code § 5-7-300, the Agreement with the Municipal Association
of South Carolina for collection of current and delinquent license taxes from
telecommunications companies pursuant to S. C. Code § 58-9-2200 in the form attached
hereto is approved, and the Mayor is authorized to execute it.

Insurance Companies
Except as to fire insurance, “gross premiums” means gross premiums written for policies
for property or a risk located within the municipality. In addition, “gross premiums” shall
include premiums written for policies that are sold, solicited, negotiated, taken, transmitted,
received, delivered, applied for, produced or serviced by (1) the insurance company’s office
located in the municipality, (2) the insurance company’s employee conducting business
within the municipality, or (3) the office of the insurance company’s licensed or appointed
producer (agent) conducting business within the municipality, regardless of where the
property or risk is located, provided no tax has been paid to another municipality in which
the property or risk is located based on the same premium. As to fire insurance, “gross
premiums” means gross premiums (1) collected in the municipality, and/or (2) realized
from risks located within the limits of the municipality.
Solicitation for insurance, receiving or transmitting an application or policy, examination
of a risk, collection or transmitting of a premium, adjusting a claim, delivering a benefit, or
doing any act in connection with a policy or claim shall constitute doing business within the
municipality, regardless of whether or not an office is maintained in the municipality.
Declining rates shall not apply.
Gross premiums shall include all business conducted in the prior calendar year.
Gross premiums shall include new and renewal business without deductions for any
dividend, credit, return premiums or deposit.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, license taxes for insurance
companies shall be payable on or before May 31 in each year without penalty. The penalty
for delinquent payments shall be 5% of the tax due per month, or portion thereof, after the
due date until paid.
Any exemptions in the business license ordinance for income from business in interstate
commerce are hereby repealed. Gross income from interstate commerce shall be included
in the gross income for every business subject to a business license tax.
Pursuant to S.C. Code §§ 38-45-10 and 38-45-60, the Municipal Association of South
Carolina is designated the municipal agent for purposes of administration of the municipal
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NAICS
#
52411

broker’s premium tax. The agreement with the Association for administration and
collection of current and delinquent license taxes from insurance companies as authorized
by S.C. Code § 5-7-300 and administration of the municipal broker’s premium tax in the
form attached hereto is approved, and the Mayor is authorized to execute it.
Type of Business

Life, Health and Accident

0.75% of Gross Premiums

524126 Fire and Casualty (Licensed in SC)
524127 Title Insurance

2% of Gross Premiums

2% of Gross Premiums

524210 Brokers for Fire & Casualty Insurers - non-admitted: 2% of Gross Premiums
As to brokers for non-admitted fire and casualty insurers, "gross premiums" means
gross premiums collected by or for fire and casualty insurers not licensed in South
Carolina (1) on policies on property or risks located in the municipality and/or (2) on
policies, wherever the insured property or risk is located, that are sold, solicited,
negotiated, taken, transmitted, received, delivered, applied for, produced or serviced by a
broker located in or doing business within the municipality. Brokers shall provide, with
their payment of the tax, a copy of the report required by the State Department of
Insurance showing the locations of the property or risks insured.
[Premiums for non-admitted business are not included in broker's gross commissions for
other business. Declining rates shall not apply.]
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, license taxes for insurance
companies and brokers for non-admitted fire and casualty insurers shall be payable on or
before May 31 in each year without penalty. The penalty for delinquent payments shall be
5% of the tax due per month, or portion thereof, after the due date until paid.
Any exemptions in the business license ordinance for income from business in interstate
commerce are hereby repealed. Gross income from interstate commerce shall be included
in the gross income for every business subject to a business license tax.
The Agreement with the Municipal Association of South Carolina, pursuant to S. C. Code §
5-7-300, for collection of current and delinquent license taxes from insurance companies
and brokers for non-admitted fire and casualty insurers shall continue in effect.
5175

53110

22112

Television, Cable or Pay
Franchise fee required

4% of gross income, plus Rate Class 4

Lessors of Residential Buildings and Dwellings
Each individual rental unit, either residential or commercial, offered for rent under this
classification shall be required to obtain a separate license.
First $2,000
Over $2,000

$45.00
2.75/thousand

Electric Power Distribution
Franchise fee required 3% of gross income
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NAICS #
22121

44114412

722410
522298
454210

454390

713120

NAICS
#

On gross income resulting from electric services related activities provided within the
City and gross income collected through offices or agents located in the City wherever the
services are provided.
Type of Business

Natural Gas Distribution
Franchise fee required
3% of gross income
On gross income resulting from electric services related activities provided within the
City and gross income collected through offices or agents located in the City wherever the
services are provided.
Automobile & Motor Vehicle Dealers
Farm Machinery, Boat Dealers Retail
First $2,000 Gross Income
$35.00
Over $2,000(Declining rate applies) 1.40/thousand
One sales lot not more than 400 feet from main showroom may be operated under this
license provided that proceeds from sales thereat are included in gross receipts at main
office when both are operated under the same name and ownership.
Gross income shall include full sales price without deduction for trade-ins.
Drinking Places (alcoholic beverages, beer & wine)
First $2.000 Gross Income
$300.00
Over $2,000
2.25/thousand
Pawn Brokers - All Types
First $2,000 Gross Income
$100.00
Over $2,000
2.25/thousand

Vending Machines
If income is not reported in gross income of business where located, the following rates
apply.
First $2,000 Gross Income
$20.00
Over $2,000
3.00/thousand
Peddlers, Solicitors, Canvassers, PROHIBITED
Door-to-Door Sales direct retail
First $2,000 Gross Income
$24.00
Over $2,000
12.00/thousand
Out of city peddler of products; issued for one weeks duration

Amusement Machines (coin operated (except gambling)
Music machines, juke boxes, kiddy rides, video games, pin tables with levers and other
amusement machines with or without free play feature licensed by S.C. Code § 12-212720(A)(1) and (A)(2).- Type I and Type II

Type of Business
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713120 Amusement Machines (Cont’d)
(1) Operator of machine
$12.50 Per machine
(S.C. Code § 12-21-2746) Plus $12.50 business license
(For operation of all machines, not on gross income)
(2) Distributor selling or leasing machines
(Not licensed by State as an operator, S.C. Code § 12-21-278)
First $2,000 Gross Income $200.00
Over $2,000
3.00/thousand

713290 Amusement Machines, coin operated – non payout
Amusement machines of the non payout type or in-line pin game licensed by SC
Department of Revenue pursuant to S.C. Code § 12-21-2720(A)(3) Type III.
(1) Operator of machine (owner of business) $180.00 per machine
(S.C. Code § 12-21-2720(B))
Plus $12.50 business license
(2) Distributor selling or leasing machines (not licensed by the State as an operator
pursuant to S.C. Code § 12-21-2728.
[Nonresident rates apply]
First $2,000 Gross Income
$50.00
Over $2,000
1.80/thousand
713950 Bowling Alleys

$150.00 1.75/thousand

713990 Billiard or Pool Rooms, all types
If income is not reported in gross income of business where located, the following rates
apply.
First $2,000 Gross Income
$100.00
Over $2,000
1.60/thousand
711190 Carnivals and Circuses
First $2,000 Gross Income
$200.00
Over $2,000
3.75/thousand
711310 Promotors
First $2,000 Gross Income
$200.00
Over $2,000
3.00/thousand

721199 All Other Traveler Accommodation
(5) This U.S. industry comprises establishments primarily engaged in providing shortterm lodging (except hotels, motels, casino hotels, and bed-and-breakfast inns). All
short term residential rentals in the City shall be classified under this code. Each

individual dwelling unit used as a short term rental shall be required to obtain a separate
license. The total gross income generated by each short term rental, including gross income
generated through a property management company, home-share platforms (such as
VRBO, HomeAway, or Airbnb by way of example and not limitation), or any other source
must be reported. Reporting all gross income can be accomplished a) through the
application submitted by a property management company reporting total gross income
for the unit, including income generated by home-share platforms and other sources, or
b) if the property management company will only report gross income generated by the
property management company, the owner must submit a separate business license
application reporting gross income that has not been reported by the property
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management company, such as gross income generated by home-share platforms or other
sources. An owner’s failure to fully report all gross income, regardless of source,
generated by a short term rental is a violation of Section 110.04.

NAICS #

First $2,000 Gross Income
$245.00
Over $2,000
2.75/thousand

611610

Type of Business

Dance Schools, Studios, Instruction
First $2,000
$200.00
Over $2,000
2.00/thousand

(Ord. 34-06, passed 9-26-06; Am. Ord. 30-12, passed 11-13-12; Am. Ord. 31-19, passed 1112-19; Am. Ord. 21-20, passed 9-22-20)
ADOPTED this 9th day of February 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina.
Ayes:

Nays:

__________________________
Municipal Clerk

Abstains:

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
1st Reading: February 9th, 2021
2nd Reading:

ORDINANCE 03-21

Introduced by: Councilman Barker
Date: February 9th, 2021

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 151 (BEACH PRESERVATION AND CONSTRUCTION
PROVISIONS) OF THE FOLLY BEACH CODE OF ORDINANCES, SECTION 151.23(CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS FOR BULKHEADS, SEAWALLS, AND REVETMENTS) BY AMENDING THE
STANDARDS FOR SEAWALLS AND BULKHEADS TO ALLOW BERMS AS EROSION CONTROL
DEVICES WITHIN THE CRITICAL LINE SETBACK.
The City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, duly assembled, hereby ordains that the Folly Beach
Code of Ordinance be amended as follows:

NOTE: Deleted material stuck through, new material in red:

SECTION 151.23 CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS FOR BERMS, BULKHEADS, RIPRAP,
SEAWALLS, REVETMENTS, AND RETAINING WALLS WITHIN 15 FEET OF THE
CRITICAL LINE.
(A) For the purposes of this section, the following definitions shall apply:
BERM. A compacted mound of earth, soil, or sand, which may be used independently or
to cover riprap, constructed to protect against flooding.
BULKHEAD. A vertical erosion control device installed on high ground which is adjacent
to the marsh front critical line as defined by OCRM.
RETAINING WALL. A vertical erosion control or stabilization device installed on high
ground within 15 feet of the OCRM critical line.
REVETMENT. Sloping material installed seaward of a seawall facing the oceanfront
baseline as defined by OCRM.
RIPRAP. Sloping material installed in front of a bulkhead or on the side of the bulkhead
facing the marsh front critical line as defined by OCRM or as the foundation of a berm.
SEAWALL. A vertical erosion control device installed on high ground which is adjacent
to the oceanfront baseline as defined by OCRM.
(B) The following minimum construction standards are enacted.
(1) All erosion control structures placed wholly or partly within the Dune Management
Area or the setback from the critical line must be maintained in an intact usable condition
or removal may be sought at the owners expense.
(2) New or substantially improved seawalls and associated revetments on the beach
constructed after March 1, 2019 and placed wholly or partly within the Dune Management
Area must be constructed so that the top of the vertical seawall is at an elevation of eight
feet NAVD 88. Any portion of the Dune Management Area disturbed for the repair of an
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existing seawall or the construction of a new or substantially improved seawall after March
1, 2019 shall be filled such that the finished grade of the area of disturbance is at an
elevation of ten feet NAVD 88 and planted with appropriate vegetation as designated by the
Building Official.
(3) New or substantially improved bulkheads, retaining walls, or associated riprap
constructed within 15 feet of the critical line after March 1, 2019 and placed wholly or
partly within the required setback from the critical line must be constructed so that the top
of the vertical structure is no higher than the adjacent grade on the landward face. Any
portion of the critical line setback disturbed for the repair of an existing bulkhead or the
construction of a new or substantially improved bulkhead after March 1, 2019 shall be
filled such that the finished grade of the area of disturbance is at an elevation similar to the
grade on the landward side and planted with appropriate vegetation as designated by the
Building Official.
(4) New or substantially improved berms constructed within 15 feet of the critical line
after March 9, 2021 and placed wholly or partly within the required setback from the
critical line must be constructed so that the highest point of the berm is no more than three
feet (3’) above the highest adjacent grade.
(5) New or substantially improved erosion control methods cannot be combined in a
manner that would compound flooding, significantly impair drainage, cause adjacent
shoreline impacts, or cause any negative impacts to marsh growth. However, mix use of
erosion control methods dictated by site conditions on homeowner property can be
permissible in the same contiguous linear plane.
(4)(6) Construction of bulkheads, seawalls, retaining walls, and berms within 15 feet of
the critical line as well as the placement of riprap shall require a permit from the City and
proof of location behind the SCDHEC OCRM critical line or baseline in the form of a preconstruction survey with an OCRM certified critical line or baseline location and an as-built
survey showing as-built improvement and the certified baseline or critical line as
applicable.
(5)(7) No portion of a bulkhead, riprap, seawall, retaining wall, or revetment, or berm
shall be placed seaward of the baseline or beyond the critical line without approval of
SCDHEC OCRM.
(6)(8) Bulkhead, riprap, seawalls, retaining walls, berms, within 15 feet of the critical
line, and revetments shall be designed by a certified design professional engineer,
registered in the state and shall meet the following minimum standards:
(a) Bulkhead, retaining walls and seawall requirements.
1. Materials.
i. Reinforced concrete six inches thick designed with adequate reinforcement to
achieve a 3,000 psi 28-day strength.
ii. Pressure treated wood three inches by ten inches or three inches by 12 inches
tongue and groove, or a double thickness of two inches sheeting with staggered joints is
acceptable for walls with a standing height of under four feet.
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2. Depth of embedment. The depth of embedment of a bulkhead shall be at least
equal the height of the wall above the ground. An allowance should be made to account for
erosion scour after construction.
3. Tiebacks. Tiebacks shall be located at a spacing of eight feet or less and attached
to secure anchors capable of withstanding a 2,000- pound pull. Tiebacks may be deleted if
a revetment is placed seaward of the bulkhead.
4. Backfill. The bulkhead will be backfilled with a compacted clean granular
material to provide adequate support. “Clean” shall mean no metal, wood or glass.
5. Protection from flanking. Bulkheads will either tie into adjacent bulkheads or will
have an adequate return wall meeting the same requirements as the seaward wall.
6. Seawalls. No new vertical unfaced seawall shall be allowed on the ocean
front. Any new vertical seawall surface must be faced with a sloping revetment.

(b) Revetments.
1. Materials. Broken pavement, blocks or bricks are not acceptable materials for the
outer layer of a revetment. However, they may be used for under layers. The outside of a
revetment shall consist of at least two layers of armor stones whose pieces shall range in
weight from a minimum of ten pounds to a maximum of 250 pounds; at least 60% shall
weigh more than 150 pounds.
2. Construction. Revetments shall be underlain with a commercial grade porous
filter cloth designed for ocean erosion control and approved by the Building Official (i.e.
Phillips 66 stock or equal), and placed on a slope no steeper than one vertical to two
horizontal. The toe at the revetment shall extend at least two feet below the existing beach
elevation and the ends shall be protected from flanking.
(c) Riprap.
1. Materials. Broken pavement, blocks or bricks are not acceptable.
2. Design. Riprap placement, including when used as the foundation of a berm, must
be designed by a licensed marine contractor or a certified design professional registered in
the State of South Carolina so as to prevent movement into the critical area.
(d) Berms within 15 feet of the critical line shall be designed by a certified design
professional registered in the State of South Carolina and shall meet the following
minimum standards:
(1) Berms shall be designed to prevent shedding of storm, flood and tide waters
onto adjacent properties and a no adverse impact statement in congruence with other City
ordinances including floodplain shall be included on designs provided during permitting.
(2) Berms shall be tied into existing grades along the entire length of their
perimeter to ensure that berms are naturally appearing, and floodwaters are not impacting
surrounding properties.
(3) Berms shall be compacted prior to planting, landscaping, or revegetation.
(4) Berms shall be landscaped along the landward side with appropriate native
vegetation such that at least 50% of the surface of the berm is covered by plant material
when calculated using the average mature size of the proposed plantings. In the case of
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damage or erosion resulting in the loss of required vegetation, berms must be repaired and
replanted to meet the requirements of this section.
(5) Naturally occurring, protected trees shall not be "buried" or incorporated
within the berm so as to cause the trees to die unnaturally from piling up and stacking of
soils above and around the natural ground level surrounding the tree trunks. Boxing of
protected trees is acceptable.
(6) Any riprap used as the foundation of a berm must be completely covered by
compacted earth so that no riprap is visible. In the case of damage or erosion resulting in
the exposure or disturbance of riprap, berms must be repaired to meet the requirements of
this section.
(C) Adherence to these minimum standards will not guarantee that the berm, bulkhead,
riprap, seawall, or revetment will withstand wave or tide forces or that it will protect
against erosion. These standards are to prevent unsightly and inferior structures that
would have little or no chance of success and could possibly become a hazard or nuisance.
(D) Seawall construction activity from May 1 through October 31 is subject to the
following requirements.
(1) The permit holder must contact the Folly Beach Turtle Watch Permit Holder each
day prior to the commencement of work. The Folly Beach Turtle Watch Permit Holder will
provide verification that there are no active turtle nests in the work area. Verification will
be provided prior to 8:00 a.m.
(2) If an active nest is located in the work area, work must stop until the nest is
relocated. If a turtle nest located in the work area is established before permitted work
begins and can’t be relocated, construction cannot begin until the nest hatches.
(3) The WORK AREA shall be defined as the area within 25 feet of the location of the
seawall or the path used to access the site.

(`95 Code, § 5-3-22) (Ord. 83-10, passed 8-2-83; Am. Ord. 83-18, passed 1-3-84; Am. Ord.
84-29, passed 12-18-84; Am. Ord. 02-05, passed 1-25-05; Am. Ord. 10-15, passed 8-11-15;
Am. Ord. 09-19, passed 2-11-19; Am. Ord. 26-19, passed 8-13-19; Am. Ord. 04-20, passed 69-20)
ADOPTED this
Ayes:

day of

Nays:

2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina.

Abstains:

__________________________
Municipal Clerk

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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City of Folly Beach
21 Center Street
Folly Beach, SC 29439

Date: February 9th, 2021
Topic: Allowing Berms in the Critical Area Setback
Mayor and Council,

Council Member Barker is proposing a new ordinance to allow berms to be installed within the
critical line buffer as an approved erosion control device (an exemption from the requirements that
the critical area buffer remain undisturbed). Homeowners could choose between a berm or a
bulkhead as a means to limit erosion and flooding from the marsh. New or substantially improved
erosion control methods cannot be combined in a manner that would compound flooding,
significantly impair drainage, cause adjacent shoreline impacts, or cause any negative impacts to
marsh growth. However, mix use of erosion control methods dictated by site conditions on
homeowner property is permissible in the same linear plane. Under the proposed ordinance,
homeowners could build berms in the setback from either compacted earth/soil or compacted
earth/soil over a foundation of rip rap. If rip rap is used, it must be covered by soil. All berms must
be designed by a certified design professional such as an engineer or landscape architect. Berms
would also have to comply with our flood ordinances and be designed to the 100-year storm level
and a certification of no adverse impact to neighbors such as wave run up or pushing water to
adjacent properties. All berms must be planted so that, when mature, plantings cover at least 50
percent or the surface of the berm. Any protected trees within the footprint of a new berm would
need to be preserved through boxing or other methods. In the case of substantial damage to a berm,
it must be repaired to the permitted state. Staff worked with Mr. Barker on this ordinance and
endorses this approach. Sunny day flooding and storm events have caused increased flooding along
the back of the island. The City has officially recognized marsh flooding as a major management
concern. This ordinance will provide homeowners with a new option for property protection to
address this concern.
Thank you,

Katherine Faith
Zoning Administrator
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
1st Reading: February 9th, 2021
2nd Reading:

ORDINANCE 05-21

Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: January 12th, 2020

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 165 (DIMENSIONAL STANDARDS) OF THE FOLLY
BEACH CODE OF ORDINANCES, SECTION 165.02(MEASUREMENTS AND EXCEPTIONS) BY
CLARIFYING THE DEFINITION OF HIGH GROUND AND LOT AREA TO INCLUDE THOSE
PORTIONS OF A LOT LANDWARD OF THE OCRM BASELINE OR OUTSIDE OF AN OCRM
CRITICAL AREA.
The City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, duly assembled, hereby ordains that the Folly Beach
Code of Ordinance be amended as follows:

NOTE: Deleted material stuck through, new material in red:
SECTION 165.02 MEASUREMENTS AND EXCEPTIONS.
SECTTION 165.02-01 Lots.
(A) Definitions/measurement.

(1) High ground. The buildable portion of a lot located outside of OCRM critical areas or
landward of the OCRM Baseline, wetlands, marsh, dune setbacks, and other resource protection
areas.

(2) Lot area. Lot area means the amount of land area, measured horizontally, included within
the lines of a lot. Lands located within any private easements shall be included within the lot area.
Public rights-of-way, lands set aside for public utilities, parks, open space including any area
seaward of the OCRM baseline or beyond the OCRM critical line, or schools shall not be included in
calculating lot area, except where specifically allowed by this ZDO.
(3) Lot coverage. The portion of a lot covered by impervious surfaces (including driveways,
patios, pools, decks, and similar features).
(4) Lot depth. Lot depth means the horizontal distance between the midpoints of straight
lines connecting the front lot line and the rear lot line.

(5) Lot frontage. Lot frontage means the portion of a lot along a street from which the lot
derives its street address. In the case of a building lot abutting upon only one street, the frontage
line is the line parallel to and common with the right-of-way. In the case of a corner lot, that part of
the building lot having the narrowest frontage on any street shall be considered the frontage line.
For the purpose of determining yard requirements on corner lots and through lots, all sides of a lot
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adjacent to streets shall be considered frontage, and yards shall be provided as required in this
ZDO.
(6) Lot line. Lot lines mean the lines bounding a lot as established by ownership.

(7) Lot width. The distance between straight lines connecting front and rear lot lines at each
side of the lot, measured at the front building setback line.
(8) Lot types. Lot types mean corner lots, interior lots, through lots, and reversed frontage
lots, as depicted in Figure 165.01, Lot Types.

(a) Corner lot. A lot located at the intersection of two or more streets (other than alleys),
regardless of whether or not such streets intersect at right angles. See lots marked "A " in Figure
165.01: Lot Types.

(b) Interior lot. A lot other than a corner lot with only one frontage on a street other than an
alley. See lots marked "B" in Figure 165.01: Lot Types.
(c) Double frontage lot. A lot other than a corner lot with frontage on more than one street
other than an alley. Through lots with frontage on two streets may be referred to as "double
frontage lots". See lot marked "C" in Figure 165.01: Lot Types.

(9) Rear lot line. The rear lot line is the line connecting the two side lot lines along the edge of
the lot opposite from the frontage line.
(10) Side lot line. The side lot line is the lot line connecting the front and rear lot lines
regardless of whether it abuts a right-of-way or another lot line.
(B) General lot requirements.
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(1) Minimum lot dimensions. Any lot that is developed shall meet the minimum lot area, width,
and coverage standards established in Table 165.01, Dimensional Standards, for the zoning district
in which it is located, except as otherwise established by this ZDO for particular uses.
(2) Erection of more than one principal structure on a platted lot. Whenever any land is
subdivided, a building permit for the construction of a building or other principal structure
(excluding buildings under common ownership or unified control) shall not be issued unless the
land is subdivided in accordance with to the procedures and standards of this ZDO.

(3) Lots divided by zoning district lines. Whenever a single lot is located within two or more
different zoning districts, each portion of that lot shall be subject to all the regulations applicable to
the district in which it is located.
(Ord. 05-10, passed 3-23-10)

ADOPTED this ___ day of _______________, 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina.
Ayes:

Nays:

__________________________
Municipal Clerk

Abstains:

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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City of Folly Beach

Date:
Re:

02/02/21
Recommendation to Council Re: Ordinance 05-21

Mayor and Council:
The Planning Commission held a public hearing on 2/1/21 to take testimony on
Ordinance 05-21 which clarifies the definition of high ground and lot area to include
those portions of a lot landward of the OCRM baseline or outside of an OCRM critical
area.
No public testimony was received on this ordinance.
There was discussion by the Planning Commission on:
•
•

Education on the baseline and how it is established on the beachfront and what
houses are in front of the baseline already.
Explanation that the City already practices and implements the proposed
definition of high ground, and this is acting as a clarification within ordinance
wording.

After discussion the Planning Commission voted to recommend this ordinance for
adoption as remanded.
Thank you,
Katherine Faith
Zoning Administrator
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
1st Reading: February 9th, 2021
2nd Reading:

ORDINANCE 06-21

Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: February 9th, 2021

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 134 (OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC WELFARE)
OF THE FOLLY BEACH CODE OF ORDINANCES BY CREATING SUBSECTION (FACE
COVERINGS) SECTIONS 134.100-134.102 REQUIRING THAT FACE COVERINGS OR
MASKS BE WORN IN PUBLIC IN THE CITY OF FOLLY BEACH FOR THE DURATION OF
THE STATE OF EMERGENCY ISSUED BY THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
WHEREAS, it is well recognized that SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes the disease
COVID-19, presents a public health concern that requires extraordinary protective measures
and vigilance; and
WHEREAS, on March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared
COVID-19 a pandemic; and
WHEREAS, the Governor of South Carolina declared a State of Emergency on March
13, 2020, to enhance the State’s response to the COVID-19 virus’s impact on the State; and

WHEREAS, the State of Emergency for South Carolina has been continuously
extended including by Executive Order 2021-07 which is in effect until fifteen(days) after
January 22, 2021; and
WHEREAS, the lack of vaccine distribution, the detection of new strains of the COVID
virus in the State, and the continued spread of the disease in Charleston County and the State
of South Carolina make it likely the Governor will continue to extend a statewide emergency;
and
WHEREAS, in light of the foregoing and in order to protect, preserve, and promote the
general health, safety, and welfare and the peace and order of the community, the City is
taking steps to try to protect its citizens, employees, and visitors from increased risk of
exposure, City Council of the City of Folly Beach deems it proper and necessary to adopt this
ordinance.
The City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, duly assembled, hereby ordains that the Folly
Beach Code of Ordinance be amended as follows:
NOTE: Deleted material stuck through, new material in red:
FACE COVERINGS
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SECTION 134.100 Face Coverings Required
(A) Face Covering or mask means a cloth, fabric, or other soft or permeable material,
without vents or holes, that securely covers both the mouth and nose and remains
affixed in place without the use of one’s hands. Face Coverings include, but are
not limited to, medical masks, N-95 respirators, face shields, scarves, handmade
masks, bandanas, and neck gaiters such that they securely cover the person’s nose
and mouth.
B) Every person working, living, visiting, or doing business in the City of Folly Beach is
required to wear a Face Covering while in any indoor or outdoor public place. This
includes but is not limited to:
1.
Inside a building open to the public;
2.
Waiting to enter a building open to the public;
3.
Interacting with other people in outdoor spaces, including, but not
limited to, curbside pickup, delivery, and service calls; and
4.
Walking in public where maintaining a distance of six (6) feet between
other members of public at all times is not possible.

C) The following persons are exempted from the Face Covering requirement:

1.
Persons under the age of three years old; or
2.
Persons for whom a face covering would cause impairment due to an
existing health condition or disability; or
3.
Persons in personal vehicles; or
4.
Persons while outside and while maintaining a minimum of six (6) feet
from other people, other than members of their household, at all times; or
5.
Customers seated in a restaurant or bar while actively eating or
drinking so long as they maintain a minimum of six (6) feet from other persons in the
establishment, other than members of their households. The server and other front
of the house staff must wear a Face Covering during these interactions; or
6.
Persons alone or with members of their household in an enclosed
space.
7.
Persons acting in compliance with directions of law enforcement
officers.

SECTION 134.101 Enforcement
A)
Businesses are responsible for enforcing this Emergency Ordinance and
subject to the penalties included herein for violations occurring inside of their
business, including outdoor areas, and in public areas wherein customers are
dining, eating, or waiting to be served or seated.
times.

1.

Businesses must require all employees to wear a Face Covering at all

2.
Businesses are required to post a notice in their business visible to
customers entering the business or waiting to enter the business informing
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customers that the use of Face Coverings by customers and employees is mandated
by law. Failure to post such a notice is a violation of this Emergency Ordinance.
3.
If a customer refuses to comply with the Emergency Ordinance and
refuses to vacate the business and is not covered by one of the exemptions, the
business shall promptly notify a Public Safety Officer or the Folly Beach Public Safety
Dispatch office. If a business complies with this provision by posting the notice and
informing Public Safety of a failure to comply, the business will not be in violation of
this Emergency Ordinance as a result of the action of the noncomplying customer.
4.
If a customer is excluded from requiring a Face Covering pursuant to
Section 10 of this Emergency Ordinance, the business may choose to offer curbside
service, provide home delivery, or use some other reasonable measure to deliver its
goods or services.
5.
Businesses are strongly encouraged to follow all CDC and industry
guidelines on face coverings, social distancing, occupancy, and sanitation procedures.
Businesses are encouraged to not hold any events that may create situations where
occupancy limits are exceeded, or social distancing is not possible. Art villages,
famers markets, and other vendor-based events must enforce an eight foot separation
between any vendor stations; must provide sanitizer at each vendor station; must
strictly adhere to social distancing guidelines; must strictly adhere to mask
requirements; and may not include any restaurant seating areas as part of art village,
farmers market, and other vendor based events.

SECTION 134.102 Expiration
The requirements of this section shall automatically expire upon the expiration of the State
of Emergency declared by South Carolina Executive Order 2021-07 and any subsequent
extensions thereof.
ADOPTED this _____ day of ___________ 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina.
Ayes:

Nays:

Abstains:

__________________________
Municipal Clerk

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
1st Reading: February 9th, 2021
2nd Reading:

Introduced by: Council Member Ray
Date: February 9th, 2021

ORDINANCE 07-21

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 151 (BEACH PRESERVATION AND
CONSTRUCTION PROVISIONS) OF THE FOLLY BEACH CODE OF ORDINANCES BY
CREATING SECTION 151.15 (SMOKING ON THE BEACH AND AT BEACH ACCESSES) TO
REDUCE A PRIMARY SOURCE OF LITTER ON THE BEACHFRONT.
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

Cigarette butts, other tobacco products, and vaping products are polluting
the beachfront and accesses thereto; and

This pollution has been documented locally by numerous litter cleanups and
beach sweeps; and
Other State, Federal, and Non-Profit sources have further documented the
pollution caused by cigarettes and other smoking products
http://beachapedia.org/Cigarette_Butt_Litter); and
Litter laws exist in the City of Folly Beach but cannot be enforced unless
witnessed; and

The beach is the main economic engine of the City, home to endangered
wildlife, depended upon by residents and visitors for recreation, and reason
for the City’s existence; and
A major source of pollution will be lessened if cigarettes and other smoking
products are removed from the beach and the accesses thereto; and
There is documented evidence that laws regarding smoking on the beach
have reduced litter in other communities including in Wrightsville Beach
(https://www.wwaytv3.com/2016/04/14/wrightsville-beach-sm/).

The City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, duly assembled, hereby ordains that Folly
Beach Code of Ordinance be amended as follows:
NOTE: Deleted material stuck through, new material in red:
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SECTION 151.15 SMOKING ON THE BEACH AND BEACH ACCESSES
A) Smoking shall be prohibited on the beach and at beach access points.
B) For the purposes of this Chapter smoking shall be defined as the carrying or holding
of a lighted or activated pipe, cigar, cigarette, electronic smoking device, or any
other lighted or activated smoking product or equipment used to burn any tobacco
product, plant, or any other combustible substance. Smoking includes emitting or
exhaling the fumes or vapor of any pipe, cigar, cigarette, electronic smoking device,
or any other lighted smoking equipment used for burning any tobacco product,
plant, or any other combustible substance.
C) No person shall dispose of any cigarette, cigar, tobacco, or smoking product or
equipment or any part thereof, on any beach or beach access point, except in a
designated waste disposal container. Violations hereof are also punishable as
violations of § 151.13, and subject to any criminal, civil or other legal remedies
established by law that may be pursued to address littering and violations of the
municipal code.
D) The Public Safety Department, as well as all code enforcement personnel, shall have
the power to enforce the provisions of this section.
E) A person who smokes in an area where smoking is prohibited by the provisions of
this Ordinance shall be guilty of an infraction, and be subject to a fine of TwentyFive Dollars ($25.00) for the first violation; Fifty Dollars ($50.00) for a second
violation within one year; and One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) for a third and
subsequent violations within one year.

ADOPTED this ___ day of _______________, 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina.
Ayes:

Nays:

__________________________
Municipal Clerk

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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Abstains:

CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
1st Reading:
2nd Reading:

ORDINANCE 08-21

Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: February 9th, 2021

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 168 (NON-CONFORMITIES) OF THE FOLLY BEACH
CODE OF ORDINANCES, SECTION 168.02-07 (SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT) BY APPLYING
THE EXEMPTION FOR NONCONFORMING USES IN THE RESIDENTIAL MULTIFAMILY,
DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL, AND ISLAND COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS THAT SUSTAIN
SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE TO THE SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT RESTRICTIONS.

WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

Section 168.02-05 Reconstruction After Casualty Damage allows
nonconforming uses in the Residential Multifamily (RMF), Downtown
Commercial (DC), and Island Commercial (IC) Districts to be replaced after
substantial damage; and
No equal accommodation is made for these uses in 168.02-07 Substantial
Improvement.; and

This omission creates a situation where improvement to nonconforming uses
in these districts is disincentivized; and

The end result is that non-conforming uses in this district can exist in
perpetuity due to rebuilding, but are limited in repairs.

The City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, duly assembled, hereby ordains that the Folly
Beach Code of Ordinance be amended as follows:
NOTE: Deleted material stuck through, new material in red:

SECTION 168.02-05 Reconstruction After Casualty Damage.
(A) In the event a structure housing a nonconforming use in the RMF, DC, or IC Districts
is damaged to an extent up to or greater than 50% of its assessed value at the time of
damage through an Act of God or other natural catastrophic event, such use may be
reconstructed to its state immediately prior to the Act of God or other natural catastrophic
event resulting in its damage. Reconstruction shall be initiated within 12 months of the
damage, and shall be in accordance with all applicable state and federal laws.

(B) In restoring the structure, changes are permitted that reduce the degree or extent of
the nonconforming use.
(Ord. 05-10, passed 3-23-10)
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SECTION 168.02-07 Substantial Improvement.
In the case of substantial improvement, a nonconforming use must be brought into
compliance with all current applicable zoning regulations. This section shall not apply to
structures housing a nonconforming use in the RMF, DC, or IC Districts except those
structures which do not meet current flood elevation.

(A) Substantial improvement is defined as any combination of repairs, reconstruction,
alteration or improvements to a building, taking place during a ten-year period, in which
the cumulative cost equals or exceeds 50% of the market value of the building prior to the
first instance of repairs, reconstruction, alteration or improvements.

(B) The market value of the building must be provided by an appraiser certified by the
state prior to the start of the initial repair or improvement. For improvements being made
after damage, the market value shall be the value of the building prior to the damage
occurring.

(C) The value of minor repairs and normal maintenance as defined in section 168.01-04,
Minor Repairs and Normal Maintenance, shall not be used in a determination of substantial
improvement.
(D) The ten year period shall not be waived in the event repairs, reconstruction,
alteration, or improvements to a building are required as an act of God, natural disaster or
other actions beyond the control of the property owner.
(Ord. 21-13, passed 1-14-14)

ADOPTED this ___ day of _______________, 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina.
Ayes:

Nays:

__________________________
Municipal Clerk

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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Abstains:

City of Folly Beach

Date:
Re:

02/01/21
Ordinance 08 -21: Nonconforming Uses and Substantial Improvements

Mayor and Council
The following ordinance amendment aims to fix the conflict between the replacement
clause for nonconforming uses in the Residential Multifamily (RMF), Downtown
Commercial (DC), and Island Commercial (IC) districts (Section 168.02-05
Reconstruction After Casualty Damage) and the substantial improvement clause for
nonconforming uses in general (Section 168.02-07 Substantial Improvement).
Currently, nonconforming uses that are no longer allowed in these zoning districts are
allowed to be replaced after they are substantially damaged. For example, if a storm or
other Act of God destroys a multifamily building in the Island Commercial District, the
owner could rebuild it as along as construction is started within 12 months (even though
no new multifamily buildings could be built from scratch).
No equal accommodation is made for these uses in 168.02-07 Substantial Improvement,
and this omission creates a situation where improvement to nonconforming uses
in these districts is disincentivized. Even though the owner of a multifamily building in
the IC district can replace the use completely after it is destroyed, no work can be done to
improve the use without triggering a 50% rule determination. The end result is that nonconforming uses in this district can exist in perpetuity due to rebuilding but are limited in
repairs.
As long as nonconforming uses in those districts can be replaced indefinitely due to
damage then they should not be prevented from being improved.
*The substantial improvement rules we are amended are for zoning uses only. This would
not affect flood code.
Thank you,
Katherine Faith
Zoning Administrator
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: February 9th, 2021

RESOLUTION 06-21
A RESOLUTION BY THE FOLLY BEACH CITY COUNCIL TO PLACE A MORATORIUM ON
THE APPROVAL OF ANY NEW COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY ON THE BEACH AND
APPROVING THOSE BUSINESSES OPERATING IN 2020 AND SEEKING TO OPERATE IN
2021.
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

In 2019 the City began a study of commercial activities on the beach; and
The fee structure and application process for non-franchise business
operations on the beach were revised, but other issues remained; and
The COVID-19 pandemic interrupted further work; and

The annual approval of non-franchise beach businesses is scheduled to
occur in February and the City desires more time to develop further
rules, if needed; and
The existing number and type of allowed commercial activity, both
franchise and non-franchise is sustainable in the interim.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina,
that a moratorium be placed on approval of any new commercial activities on the beach
beyond those that were approved prior to December 31st, 2020 and who are seeking to be
reapproved for 2021, to be lifted no later than February 9th, 2022 or upon the completion
of the review of the ordinance governing commercial activity on the beach.
FURTHERMORE, LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED all businesses seeking reapproval for
non-franchise beach activity shall be reapproved until the end of the moratorium.

RATIFIED this 9th day of February 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina, in City Council duly
assigned.
ATTEST:

_________________________
Municipal Clerk

_______________________________
Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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City of Folly Beach
Date: February 9th, 2021
Topic: Non-Franchise Beach Activity

21 Center Street
Folly Beach, SC 29439

Mayor and Council,

The Committee for Commercial Activity on the Beach met on 1/26/21 to resume discussions on
refining our rules for non-franchise business activity on the beach. The annual approval for these
businesses is scheduled to be in February. In light of the long pause in work on this topic (which has
been delayed since March), the Committee recommends that Council limit 2021 business approvals
to those activities that were approved last year.

Last year we approved two slots for yoga, two slots for surf lessons, and one hybrid surf/yoga
slot. Both slots for the surf lessons were awarded to the same vendor who has indicated that he
will only use one of them this year. If approved, the Resolution would keep the extra spot unfilled,
but allow the vendor to return in the area he wishes to continue.
Thank you,

Aaron Pope
City Administrator
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
RESOLUTION 07-21

Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: February 9th, 2021

A RESOLUTION BY THE FOLLY BEACH CITY COUNCIL SUPPORTING THE PROCLAMATION FROM
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION (NAWIC) FOR MARCH 7TH THRU
THE 13TH, 2021 BEING WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION WEEK.
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

The National Association of Women in Construction (NAWIC) Palmetto Chapter has
distinguished itself for three years as the voice of women in construction in Folly
Beach; and

The work done by the NAWIC Palmetto Chapter has benefited Folly Beach through
community development and educational programs; and
The NAWIC Palmetto Chapter has unceasingly promoted the employment and
advancement of women in the construction industry; and

The construction community, represented by the NAWIC Palmetto Chapter, has been
a driving force in fostering community development through renovation and
beautification projects; promotion of skilled trades careers; and a positive vision of
the future; and

The NAWIC Palmetto Chapter has sought to achieve successful results for Folly
Beach and surrounding areas in a cooperative spirit with other organizations.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina, does
hereby recognize the NAWIC Palmetto Chapter and its many dedicated volunteers for its steadfast
work on behalf of and in support of women in construction, and do proudly proclaim the week of
March 7-13, 2021 as “Women in Construction Week,” and encourage our citizens to congratulate the
organization on its many accomplishments.
RATIFIED this 9th day of February 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina, in City Council duly assigned.

ATTEST:
Municipal Clerk

Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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CITY OF FOLLY BEACH
Introduced by: Mayor Goodwin
Date: February 9th, 2021

RESOLUTION 08-21
A RESOLUTION BY THE FOLLY BEACH CITY COUNCIL ADOPTING THE CITY OF FOLLY
BEACH 2021 REVISION TO THE FIVE-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN.
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

In order to set priorities to meet the City’s long-term needs and manage staff
time and budget requests, the City of Folly Beach has established a Strategic
Plan; and
This Strategic Plan must be regularly evaluated and revised to effectively
establish and guide these priorities; and

City Council held a Strategic Planning Work Session on January 7th,
2021 to review and amend the Plan; and

The attached 2021 Update to the Strategic Plan summarizes City’s
mission, legislative, priorities, and strategic budget items for the next
five years.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of Folly Beach, South Carolina,
adopts the 2021 revisions to the City of Folly Beach Five-Year Strategic Plan.

RATIFIED this 9th day of February 2021, at Folly Beach, South Carolina, in City Council duly
assigned.
ATTEST:

_________________________
Municipal Clerk

_______________________________
Tim Goodwin, Mayor
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City of Folly Beach
Date: February 9th, 2021
Topic: Strategic Plan

21 Center Street
Folly Beach, SC 29439

Mayor and Council,

The Strategic Plan spreadsheet for 2021 is attached. Those items that have red budget numbers or
completion percentages are carryovers from 2020. New items, as outlined below are listed with
staff and/or budget assignments missing. Resolution 08-21 will serve as the official endorsement of
these priorities and allow staff to move forward with planning. Budget and staff assignments will be
added by the Department Heads during the budget review process for you review and
approval. Please see below for an update on 2020 items as well as the new items added for 2021.
-

-

-

-

EMERGENCY VEHICLE ACCESS OVER GROINS: This project has been carried over and work
will be prioritized for 2021 per Council’s directive.
CONSTRUCT GROINS PHASE 2: This item has is carried over. As a result, all budget
projections have been pushed out by two years. We are proposing to move $150k into to a
reserve for professional services/hard costs related to getting the project started with a
goal of construction during the 24/25Fiscal Year. As we get closer to starting this work, we
will be researching funding sources including the State Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Beach Funding Assistance.
SAVING FOR RENURISHMENT: This item is ongoing. target of $800K annual contribution to
Beach Preservation is still good to meet projected needs. However, we strive to hit $1M
each year. The City is currently working to confirm with Charleston County that their
projections of A-tax loss are holding true. If A-tax Countywide is not as low as projected, we
will push for an increased share of those funds.
WALKOVER EXTENSION/RETREAT: This item is ongoing. The City repaired several
walkovers in 2020. Also, the TVPC has agreed to donate money for walkover improvements
in 2021.

UTILITIES
-

-

BACKUP WATER SOURCE: This is a carryover. A new grant has been applied for this year
which requires a 25% match from the City $891,526. Charleston Water Systems has
committed to a partial match also but has not specified the amount.
WATER MAIN REPLACEMENTS: This item is a carryover. One major abandonment has been
completed. Several other projects have been rescheduled to be concurrent with projects
planned by Charleston County for operational and cost efficiencies.
AUTOMATER METER READERS: This project is a carryover. The RFP is written and
advertised soon. The total cost of the project is anticipated to be around $300 with an initial
budget of $50K in FY21. For FY22 and beyond, an anticipated $25 a year is needed for
gradual implementation. water rate study had $25K each year after until complete but may
be adjusted.
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-

-

SAVE FOR WATER TOWER: This is an ongoing goal. Staff proposes to fund this at a rate of
$40k a year with a projected replacement in 2030. This item was not funded in the FY21
budget.
SCADA: This item was removed for 2021.

PUBLIC WORKS AND FACILITIES
-

-

-

-

-

CITY HALL RENOVATION: This project is a carryover. It is proceeding as scheduled. A new
roof and major repairs under the building were added to the project to realize a cost savings
during the renovation.
SAVING FOR GARBAGE TRUCKS: Carryover. Currently saving $65K per year, Reserve
account currently has $152,150 + $65,000 FY21 contribution = $217,150 (previous truck
purchased on 9/30/18 for $169,854). The fund balance in the reserve is enough to begin
ordering process for next truck.
NEW ITEM (TRAFFIC STUDY ARCTIC AVENUE): This item is new for 2021. It limits a
broader 2020 goal to only the future study of Arctic Avenue.
DRAINAGE CAPITAL PROJECTS: Carryover. The bond issuance is complete, and the City is
pursuing projects as outline by the Drainage Study. Staff submitted a FEMA BRIC grant
application for two area specific drainage plans for Tabby Drive and West Indian.
NEW ITEM (CONVERT COMMUNITY CENTER TO MULTIPURPOSE SPACE): This is a new
goal for 2021.
PEDESTRIAN PATHS AND CROSSWALKS: Carryover. Significant procedural items were
completed in 2020. The bids for 2nd Street West are going to Council in January of 2021.
DOT permits for the Ashley Avenue Project are being finalized. 2nd Street East has been
combined into a joint project Charleston County drainage work and will be the final section
completed. These projects will initially be funded by bond proceeds. However, Council may
consider funding a reserve for future projects.
RIVER PARK IMPROVMENTS: Substantially completed and removed. This project is on track
and scheduled to be completed in 2021. Staff proposes an ongoing reserve to fund
maintenance, major renovations if needed in the future, and the maintenance/replacement
of holiday lights and displays.
STREE LIGHT UPDGRADES: Substantially completed and removed. This project has been
approved and Dominion energy is in the planning stages for final rollout. The City’s work is
complete and there will be no further direct cost to the City.
STORAGE/GARAGE: Substantially completed and removed. This item has evolved. The first
phase, fencing at the Clam Farm in underway. Future use of the site is planned to be
overflow vehicles for the short term.

PUBLIC SAFETY
-

-

INTEROPERABILITY WITH CHARLESTON COUNTY CAD: Carryover. This project has been
approved by Council by resolution. Charleston County to complete roll out on their end by
late spring, and the City by June.
NEW ITEM (ALS PROGRAM): This new item was added due to delayed response time of up
to 35 minutes by Charleston County, Public Safety Proposes that Folly equip themselves to
provide full Advance Life Support Capability. The budget proposed would build capability to
have two teams trained in the first 2 years. Afterwards, ongoing costs would pay stipends
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for those teams ($17k) and fund a reserve for equipment replacement (10k). The City is
meeting with the TVPC to consider A-tax funding for equipment.
MARINE LAUNCH/Enforcement: This carryover item is a broadening the scope of this item
to fund not only the launch, but ongoing supplies/boat removal/programs to support the
recently passed rules for abandoned vessels.

ACCREDIDATION: This project is Substantially completed and removed.
Research/documentation has been completed and final review is pending. Anticipated
conclusion in early 2021.
SAVING FOR FIRE ENGINE: This item is complete and removed. Council has approved the
purchase contract.
POLICE CAR REPLACMENT: Ongoing as part of budget process and removed. Public Safety
notes that the ongoing rise in prices means the City should budget more each year.
Accordingly we are projecting a raise from current levels (app 115k) to $130k gradually
increasing to $135K.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
-

-

SECURITY CAMARAS PUBLIC PARKS/CITY HALL: Carryover. City Hall was completed but
will need to be replaced post renovation. Public parks are in progress.
NEW ITEM (TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT): This new item calls for a comprehensive review
of the City’s technology needs and the development of an implementation plan.

AUTOMATE POLICE/COURT/FINANCE SOFTWARE: complete and removed.
PARKING TICKER WRITER: complete and removed.

ADMINISTRATION
-

-

EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STUDY: Carryover. The study was completed, and target
adjustments were set for each employee. Last year the City funded 43% percent of the
target adjustments for all employees (if target adjustment was $1,000 employee received
$430). Proposed budget assumes a two year follow up for the remaining 57% and is an
estimate to allow for assessment of target salaries.
PAID PARKING EXPANSION: Carryover. The City has identified areas for future expansion
and is applying for DOT approval. Once approval is received Council will reconvene to
prioritize implementation areas.
Internal and External Communications Plan: This item is a carryover and a revision to the
branding study approved in the FY21 Budget. An RFP should be released in early Spring.
NEW ITEM (PREPARE FOR SEA LEVEL RISE): This new item will integrate resilience into all
operational areas.
NEW ITEM (DEVELOP PERMANENT OUTDOOR SPACE FOR RESTAURANTS): This new item
directs staff to look to long term solutions for sidewalk/patio/outdoor areas for use by
businesses.
NEW ITEM (PREPARE FOR SEA LEVEL RISE): This new item will integrate resilience into all
operational areas.
NEW ITEM (DEVELOP COMMUNITY WELLNESS): This new item will integrate current
recreational program with wellness and health related initiatives.
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EMERGENCY FUND: Complete and removed. $2M target met. The City has traditionally
contributed around $300k a year and is on track to reach $3 million in emergency funds
during FY25.
HISTORY SPACE: Complete and removed the community center space has been prepared
and its use turned over to the Folly Beach Historical Committee.
RESILIENCE COORDINATOR: This item is complete and removed. The position evolved into
a joint land use and environmental planner.
ABANDONED VESSELS LEGISLATION: This item is complete and removed.
EMPLOYEE HOUSING: removed.
STR INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS: removed.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING: removed.

The goals/projects that were identified by members Council but did gain consensus for inclusion as
top tier priorities are listed below. The projects should be considered where/when resources are
available and with reaffirmation by Council if/when it is needed. Items on this list from 2020 plan
are in bold and should be seen through to completion.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solve beachfront recycling problem.
Professional development for employees (possibly tie to merit pay).
Communicate to the public the ability to make donations/memorials to City.
Arts & beautification program.
Connect greenspace and outdoor space.
Surf rake to remove trash/litter.
Develop standard operating procedures for staff.
City sponsored community events (concerts, shows, etc.).
Streamline building permit process (to include community education for permit
requirements).
Beach patrol vehicle develop system/cycle for replacement.
On island hospitality transportation.
Short term rental inspection/certification.
Grant writing.
Nuisance rentals (single night rentals); Develop minimum night rental?
Continue with seasonal recreation programs.
Develop second tennis or recreation court.

Thank you,

Aaron Pope
City Administrator
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City of Folly Beach 2021 Update to the Strategic Plan
Vision Statement
The City of Folly Beach aspires to be an eclectic and relaxed community centered around the livability of
residents and families while welcoming visitors. We will stand as leaders in environmental protection and
resilience while building on a foundation of fiscal responsibility.
Mission Statement
As a full-service Municipal government; we use efficiency, transparency, fiscal responsibility, and
professionalism to preserve the quality of life for residents, protect the environment, and accommodate
visitors.
Top Legislative Priorities for 2021-2022 Fiscal Year
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Beach Preservation
Water Capital
Drainage
Pedestrian Safety
Paid Parking Expansion
Resilience
Fund Balance
Traffic
City Hall
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Department

Category

Priority

Status

Action Item

Staff

5%

Emergency vehicle access over
concrete groins

Lutz/Gilreath/Burke

Beach

Operational

H

Beach

Capital

H

Construct Groins Phase 2

Beach

Reserve

H

Saving for renourishment

Beach

Operational

M

Ongoing

Walkover retreat/extension dune
preservation

Lutz/Pope

Util

Capital

H

25%

Redundant Water Supply

Lutz/Sullivan/Gessner/Wat
kins/Pope

Util

Capital

M

30%

Water mains replacement

Util

Capital

M

Util

Capital

M

PW & Facil

Capital

PW& Facil

FY 21/22

FY 22/23

FY 23/24

FY 24/25

$150,000

$2,000,000

FY 25/26

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

Sullivan/Lutz

$98,500

$1,815,000

$82,500

$1,591,250

Accellerate converstion to automated
meter readers

Sullivan/Still

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

Ongoing

Save for water tower replacement:
2040

Gessner/Sullivan

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

H

65%

City Hall Renovation

Lutz

Capital

H

Ongoing

Saving for Garbage Trucks

Lutz, Gessner, Wetmore

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

PW & Facil

Operational

M

PW & Facil

Capital

M

Stormwater Fund

Stormwater Fund

PW & Facil

Operations

M

PW & Facil

Capital

L

65%

PS

Operational

M

50%

PS

Operational

M

PS

Capital

L

Traffic Study Artic Avenue
50%

Drainage Capital Projects
Convert Community Center to
Multipurpose Space.
Ped Safety: Path & Crosswalks
Concept plan (100%), Engineer (in
progress) Construct

Interoperability with Chas County CAD

$50,000
Lutz/Sullivan

Marine Rescue Launch Site/Marine
Enforcement

Stormwater Fund Stormwater Fund

.
Lutz/Pope/Gessner

$300,000 bond

Gilreath/Burke

Advanced Lifesaving Capability
10%

$400,000 bond

$66,000
Gilreath/Burke
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$60,000

$27,000

$27,000

$27,000

Department

Category

Priority

Status

Action Item

Staff

IT

Operational

H

60%

Security Cameras, Public Parks, City Hall

Stransky

IT

Capital/Operation

M

Admin

Personnel

H

43%

Employee Compensation Study

Pope/Gessner

Admin

Operational

H

25%

Expansion of Paid/Unpaid Parking

Pope/Lutz

Admin

Operational

H

Develop Internal/External Communications
Plan

Admin

Planning

L

Prepare for Sea Level Rise/Resilience

Admin

Planning

L

Develop Permanent Outdoor Space for
Restaurants

Admin

Programming

L

Develop Community Wellness
Programming

FY 21/22

FY 22/23

FY 23/24

FY 24/25

FY 25/26

Technology Assessment and Plan

All

Jolley
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